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Cool ferret treats for hot days.

All you need is a can of low sodium chicken broth and

an ice cube tray. Shake the can, open, pour & freeze!

Make sure you read the can labels and look for the

lowest sodium possible.

Hint: Since you’ll only be taking out one cube at a

time, avoid freezer burn on the remaining cubes by

covering the tray with plastic wrap, or remove the

frozen cubes and store them in a Ziploc baggie.

Make sure you put each cube into a reasonably deep

dish or chicken broth will get smeared all over the

floor! Let each cube defrost long enough to “sweat”

and release a little surface liquid to encourage licking.

Another fun way to beat the heat? Try a big bowl of

cool water for the ferrets to splash in. Just be sure to

put down a plastic tablecloth or tarp first, because

water WILL end up all over the floor.

Always remember, ferrets can't take very hot, humid

temperatures. These coolers can't take the place of a

cool, air-conditioned room.

Xena Update: Our sweet
little friend's cancer returned
again! This time, her entire
rear leg was removed to
stop it spreading. Will it
work? Only time will tell; this
is our last option. Xena has
recovered and doing great.
She can run when she sees
something she wants!
Please keep her in your
thoughts.
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Otter Pops! A 6"+ twisted hard candy lollipop also has

a removable 5" plush otter hitchhiker with felt ears &

bead eyes. (Not safe for ferrets or small children.)

Color options: blue, pink, lime, lilac or brown. Price for

1 (includes US shipping) is $9. Buy 2 for $14.

Native New Yorker? You
get a great benefit from
living in the state. Because
NY law requires rabies
vaccinations for ferrets,
government-sponsored
rabies clinics also vaccinate
ferrets for as low as $5.
Some are even free! They
run through November, and
you can also find them by
visiting your county
Department of Health
website.
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